
Advance Your SSD Claim and Receive the
Benefits You Deserve - Sphinx Legal
Are you struggling with a disability that prevents you from working? Have you
applied for Social Security Disability (SSD) but are unsure about the next steps?
Look no further! Sphinx Legal is here to guide you and help you navigate the
complex process of advancing your SSD claim.

Understanding Social Security Disability (SSD)

Social Security Disability (SSD) is a federal program designed to provide financial
assistance to individuals who are unable to work due to a long-term disability. To
qualify for SSD benefits, you must have paid into the Social Security system
through payroll taxes and meet the Social Security Administration's (SSA) strict
definition of disability.

The SSA defines disability as the inability to engage in any substantial gainful
activity (SGA) due to a physical or mental impairment that is expected to last for
at least 12 months or result in death. It is important to note that the SSA does not
provide benefits for short-term or partial disabilities.
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The Importance of a Strong SSD Claim

Preparing a strong SSD claim is crucial to ensuring you receive the benefits you
rightfully deserve. The SSA has a rigorous evaluation process to determine
eligibility, and without proper documentation and evidence, your claim may be
denied, leading to unnecessary delays and potential financial hardships.

Sphinx Legal understands the intricacies involved in building a compelling SSD
claim. Our team of experienced disability advocates and lawyers works tirelessly
to gather the necessary medical records, employment history, and other
supporting documents to present a comprehensive and persuasive case to the
SSA.

Advancing Your SSD Claim with Sphinx Legal

Sphinx Legal offers a unique service that can help expedite the processing of
your SSD claim. If you are facing severe financial hardships and cannot afford to
wait for months or years for a decision, our team can assist you in filing for an
interim assistance program called an "On-the-Record (OTR) Request."

An OTR Request is a legal procedure that allows your case to be expedited
without the need for a hearing before an Administrative Law Judge. By presenting
strong evidence and arguments to the SSA, Sphinx Legal can make a compelling
case for the approval of your disability benefits even before a hearing takes
place.
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The Benefits of Sphinx Legal's Services

Choosing Sphinx Legal to advance your SSD claim comes with numerous
benefits:

1. Expertise: Our team consists of experienced disability advocates and
lawyers who specialize in SSD claims. We are well-versed in the SSA's
regulations and procedures, ensuring your claim is presented effectively.

2. Efficiency: With our knowledge and expertise, we can expedite the
processing of your claim, helping you receive the benefits you deserve
sooner rather than later.

3. Peace of mind: Navigating the SSD application process can be
overwhelming, especially when dealing with a disability. Sphinx Legal
provides support, guidance, and peace of mind throughout the entire
process.

4. Maximized chances of approval: By meticulously compiling and presenting
the necessary evidence, Sphinx Legal can significantly increase the
likelihood of your claim being approved by the SSA.

Contact Sphinx Legal Today

If you are ready to advance your SSD claim and receive the benefits you truly
deserve, don't hesitate to contact Sphinx Legal. Our dedicated team is here to
answer your questions, assess your case, and provide personalized legal advice
tailored to your unique circumstances.

Don't let a complicated and lengthy process hinder your ability to receive the
financial assistance you need. Contact Sphinx Legal today and take the first step
towards securing your SSD benefits.
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Win Your Social Security Disability Case provides step-by-step information to
successfully obtain and keep receiving Social Security Disability benefits. All the
necessary forms and sample letters required to appeal an unfavorable decision
will be provided, along with over 30 medical questionnaires that will assist the
treating doctor to establish that his or her patient is disabled.

Topics to be discussed include:
-Defining Social Security disability
-Filing the initial claim
-The appeal process
-Developing the medical evidence
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-Preparing for the hearing
-The hearing

For those needing Social Security Disability, being without benefits for even an
extra day puts a tremendous financial strain on a family. Win Your Social Security
Disability Case helps alleviate that burdens and gets you the payments you need
faster.
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